
TRACK LIST:  

 Sott'er Cielo de Roma (On An Evening in Roma) – A. Taccani, N. Frederics & U.
Bertini (4:12)
 Quando, quando, quando – Tony Renis (3:54)
Angelino / C'e' la Luna Mezzo Mare– Louis Prima (3:25) 
Meglio Stasera (It Had Better Be Tonight) – H. Mancini/ F. Migliacci (4:03
Buonasera Signora - C. Sigman and P. de Rose (4:08)
O' Saraccino – Renato Carosone (3;39)
At Dawn – Fabrizio Bonacci (4:25)
Via Con Me – Paolo Conte (3:14)
Brucia la Terra (Speak Softly Love) – Nino Rota (2:58)
Southern Impressions – Fabrizio Bonacci (7:34)
Voglio Essere Come Te / Queen of the Swingers – Robert e Richard M. Sherman / 
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        L.Rana e V. Giorgilli (3:50)
(Total duration : 45 mins 22 secs)

MUSIC LINKS

Dropbox :  https://bit.ly/3n9C6Ra
Soundcloud :  https://bit.ly/3n7Wd23

LINE-UP

Hetty Loxston - Vocals, 
Richard Muscat – Clarinet and Saxophones,
Stephanie Legg – Clarinet and Saxophones, 
Fabrizio Bonacci – Guitar, 
Alessandro Cimaschi – Double Bass, 
Riccardo Castellani – Drums / Percussion.

CONTACT DETAILS

Hetty Loxston (Band Manager / Lead Singer) 
Email : hettyandjazzato@gmail.com
Website: www.hettyandthejazzatoband.com 
Tel : 07931 892360

MAIN BODY:

Hetty and the Jazzato Band's Debut Album 'Back in the Swing of Things' is the
work of a collaboration of British and Italian musicians Hetty Loxston (vocals),
Stephanie Legg (clarinet & saxophone), Richard Muscat (clarinet & saxophone),
Fabrizio Bonacci (guitar), Riccardo Castellani (drums), and Alessandro Cimaschi
(double bass).

The band began performing together as a quintet in 2016 and gained an
international following with their first EP 'La Dolce' Vita' (2018) and, live music
video performances, in particular, their version of Renato Carosone's hit 'Tu Vuo'
Fa' L'Americano' (21 million views on YouTube alone). Their fanbase (exceeding
100,000 followers) currently ranges across six Continents in 137 countries and
includes younger listeners hearing this music for the first time and an older
generation for its nostalgic charm.

During the challenges of the year 2020, listening to music has brought comfort and
joy to many. In Italy musicians famously sang from balconies to raise the spirits of
others. With this in mind, the band focused on creating an uplifting album of
original arrangements, a pick-and-mix of the jolliest of jazzy styles: Gypsy-jazz,
Jive, Upbeat Swing, Latin Jazz and a touch of Electro-Swing intermingled with
vibrant Italian Folk melodies. The recording of the album in 2020 also came at an
ideal point in the band's development with the addition of two horn players.

Each track brings a fresh flavour, a twist on songs by iconic Italian composers like
the late Nino Rota (The Godfather) and Paolo Conte, coupled with Prima's jive
standards with lyrics adapted to a female perspective and original jazz
compositions with an Italian appeal composed by the band's lead guitarist, Fabrizio
Bonacci.

The Album Launch at Pizza Express Jazz Club in Soho (postponed due to the
Covid19 pandemic) will be re-scheduled upon its re-opening in the Spring of
2021.

CREDITS

Original Compositions 'At Dawn' and 'Southern
Impressions', Fabrizio Bonacci. Original horn
arrangements by Stephanie Legg. Sound: James
Johnston – recording and mixing (The Cow
Recording Shed Studio). Stevan Krakovic -
mastering (Electronic Memory Studio). Album
Artwork: Christian Adna.

GENRE: JAZZ / WORLD MUSIC
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SOCIAL MEDIA

www.youtube.com/hettyandthejazzatoband
www.facebook.com/hettyandthejazzatoband
www.instagram.com/hettyandthejazzatoband
www.twitter.com/jazzatoband



'Hetty Loxston, a classical and jazz-trained (bi-lingual) singer
from London formed Hetty and the Jazzato Band with
clarinettist, and childhood friend Charlotte Jolly, and three
Italian musicians Fabrizio Bonacci, Riccardo Castellani and
Alessandro Cimaschi, upon moving back to London after a
period of living in Bologna and Rome for five years.

'Hetty and the Jazzato Band' was conceived as a musical
project that would aim to explore the lesser-known, gems of
Italian Jazz from the 1920s-1960s with fresh arrangements
with lyrics translated in English for a current, international
audience. 

It was also a passion project for Hetty, an Italophile who
wished to share the Italian music and culture she had grown
to love, following a long period living, working and studying
in Italy. 

When the bands' original clarinettist, Charlotte, decided to
take a break from performing in 2018 to raise a young family,
the group expanded to include two exceptional new
members: Richard Muscat and Stephanie Legg both doubling
on clarinet and saxophones. 

The band grew in popularity with iconic Italian songs like
'Volare' and 'Mambo Italiano' and unvisited Italian jazz
standards like 'Un Bacio a Mezzanotte' and 'Bellezze in
Biciclette' performing regularly in the UK and throughout
Italy.

Other notable international performances include Jazz and
World Music festivals in Greece, Bulgaria, and Ukraine and
Henley Festival in the UK. Hetty and the Jazzato Band have
also been invited to perform in the USA, China, Korea, at
Moscow Performing Arts Center(May 2020- postponed due
to the Pandemic), Jazz and Blues Festival 'Valcea' in Romania
(July 2021) and the Rodin Museum in Paris (June 2021).
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NOTES:

The title 'Back in the Swing of Things' is an optimistic view that, although we are still living
through very difficult times, brighter days are ahead of us and we will eventually get back to
performing and sharing our music. In the meantime, even if we are not yet there, we hope the
album can provide some joy and escapism through music.
Humour and joy in performing have always been at the heart of the band, as it was for both
Renato Carosone and Louis Prima, and this influence is present throughout the album.

As a band, we decided to take a collaborative approach to our original arrangements of songs, each
player bringing something different to the album whether it be adding melody, alternative
harmony, improvisation, or rhythm. We felt that it was important to give every player a voice in
all aspects of the creative process so that we could each be proud of our part in the album's making.

Hetty, interprets the songs in both Italian, (standard Italian, Roman, Neapolitan & Sicilian dialects)
and English. Rustic backing vocals, whistles and claps add to the celebratory spirit of the album.
Original horn arrangements by Stephanie Legg in collaboration with Rich Muscat are the cherry
on the cake, creating a swinging, mini-big-band sound in tunes such as 'On An Evening in Roma',
and a Latin fire to sambas like 'Meglio Stasera. 

Fabrizio Bonacci’s 'At Dawn' (track 7) is a Medium-Up Swing number which tries to capture, as in a
series of snapshots, the moment in which a deep feeling literally explodes inside of us, taking over
our lives with passion and determination. A brand new ‘dawn’ suddenly rises in the heart of Rome,
where a warm bright light leads us towards a fervent and restless sense of renaissance. A sort of
rebirth, a necessity that we all feel and need now more than ever, in the spirit of a brand-new
‘coming back to life’. Bonacci’s Bossa Nova ‘Southern Impressions’ (track 10) is a musical and lyrical
soundscape inspired by the Mediterranean sea and the warm coastlands of southern Italy. A rather
delicate musical journey into the heart of Bonacci’s thoughts, memories and feelings, evoking
images of love, music, togetherness, freedom, warmth and a number of other heartfelt ‘southern
impressions’.
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